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Abstract 

The aim of the work was to correlate the starch hydrolysis rate by α-amylase enzyme with 

glycemic index (GI) values in the literature and thus devise a predictive model that can 

determine glycemic index eliminating the need of human studies and complex 

methodologies. For this purpose, 22 different food items were selected from two food 

groups: cereals and legumes and subjected to enzymatic hydrolysis by α-amylase enzyme. 

The starch hydrolysis rate curves of the cooked samples were obtained which is the 

measurement of the increase in maltose concentration in the incubation system at designated 

intervals till 180 minutes. The hydrolysis rates obtained as the slope of the curves were 

correlated with the GI of the food items and linear regression model was prepared. 

Uncertainties associated with the model was also found out. 

     Of all the food items subjected to hydrolysis, the hydrolysis rate obtained was maximum 

for sona masuri rice (14.01) and least for soybean (1.39). After correlation of all the rates 

with GI, the model equation obtained was GI = 4.7111 R + 12.623 (r = 0.881, p<0.05) for 

cereals and GI = 6.9108 R+ 10.845 (r = 0.951, p<0.05) for legumes. R represents the 

hydrolysis rate value as determined from the in vitro hydrolysis method. Similarly, 

uncertainties associated with slope and y-intercept in the above relations were calculated. 

For cereals, standard error in slope was 0.84 and that in y-intercept was 8.13. For legumes, 

error in slope was 0.73 and that in y-intercept was 2.19.The in vitro results, agreed with in 

vivo data showing low glycemic responses for legume products and high glycemic responses 

for cereal products owing to their composition and nature of the components. Thus, 

hydrolysis rates for basic starchy foods were positively correlated with their GI values and 

thus a quick and practicable method was devised to determine the GI value. 
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Part I 

Introduction 

1.1     General introduction 

The rate of starch digestion and absorption seems to be a determinant of the metabolic 

response to a meal (O'Dea et al., 1981). There are evidences that slowly digested and 

absorbed carbohydrates are favorable in the dietary management of metabolic disorders, 

such as diabetes and hyperlipidemia (Miller, 1994). A starchy food with a low glycemic 

index is considered beneficial for diabetic patients, since it is digested and absorbed more 

slowly than a food with a high glycemic index (Kim et al., 2004). Whereas, food with high 

glycemic response increase the risk of chronic diseases, including obesity, type II diabetes, 

cardiovascular disease and certain types of cancer (Argyri et al., 2016). Many intrinsic and 

extrinsic factors can influence the kinetics of starch digestion, such as the nature of starch, 

physical form, protein and lipids interactions, presence of antinutrients and enzyme 

inhibitors, food processing (Venn and Green, 2007).The glycemic index (GI) and resistant 

starch (RS) content have been established as two important indicators of starch digestibility 

(Hu et al., 2004). 

     Jenkins et al. (1981) introduced the concept of glycemic index (GI) to classify foods on 

the basis of their postprandial blood glucose response. The GI is defined as the postprandial 

incremental glycemic area after a test meal, expressed as the percentage of the corresponding 

area after an equi-carbohydrate portion of a reference food (glucose or white bread).  

     Studies of postprandial glucose demand several subjects during a long period of time, are 

laborious and the facilities necessary for this kind of study are not always present in food 

research laboratories. The interest in an in vitro methodology to estimate this glycemic 

response has recently increased. Several in vitro procedures have been proposed to evaluate 

the rate of starch hydrolysis considered as a predictor of the physiological effects of a 

particular meal (Goni et al., 1997). Remarkable differences in GI and starch digestibility 

have been found both among plant sources and within a single source (Frei et al., 2003). 

From a nutritional point of view, a low glycemic response is considered beneficial, especially 

for individuals suffering from impaired glucose tolerance. (Englyst et al., 1999) found that 

the in vitro measurement of the amount of rapidly available glucose in foods can reflect the 
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glycemic response. In a comparison between the in vitro determination of carbohydrate 

digestion rate and the glycemic response in young men it was found that the carbohydrate 

digestion rate correlated significantly with the GI of the meals (Araya et al., 2002) indicating 

that in vitro determination of carbohydrate digestion rate can be used as a useful, simple and 

inexpensive method to estimate the biological response of high carbohydrate meals (Hu et 

al., 2004). 

1.2     Statement of the problem 

Glycemic index (GI) is often used to guide the selection of foods based on how fast they 

release glucose on the blood streams after consumption. GI measurement need human 

feeding studies that needs to fulfill costly several of administrative, ethical and logistic 

procedures (Lin et al., 2012). For example, the in vivo measurement of glycemic response 

requires the recruitment of volunteers under ethical committee approval, the availability of 

medical personnel for blood drawing, and disposal procedures for clinical waste. 

Consequently, in vivo measurements may be regarded as complicated, expensive and time 

consuming at least for some experiments that screen a large number of foods and meals, or 

for laboratories that are not set up to conduct clinical studies. This situation demands a need 

for reliable, simple, and inexpensive in vitro tools which will be a suitable indicator of these 

value, and may act as a precursive screening method to in vivo measurements (Argyri et al., 

2016). The in vitro measurement may also be an alternate to overcome to a large variation 

in reported values of GI of foods. 

1.3     Objectives 

1.3.1     General objective 

The general objective of the dissertation is to design a predictive mathematical model for the 

determination of glycemic index of different food materials using in vitro enzymatic 

hydrolysis method. 

1.3.2     Specific objectives 

The specific objectives are as follows: 

1. To carry out literature survey to find authentic data glycemic index of selected food 

materials falling in the cereals and legumes groups. 
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2. To carry out in vitro enzymatic hydrolysis of those selected food materials and 

determine the rate of hydrolysis. 

3. To correlate the data for glycemic index of those food materials with the rate of 

enzymatic hydrolysis and develop a predictive mathematical model. 

1.4     Significance of the study 

Glycemic index determination has several applications. During the development of new food 

product, screening can be carried out based on GI values of foods. When diets are to be 

planned for diabetic patients, GI values for foods are sought. Similarly, glycemic index 

determination finds its application in weight management diet and also to set comparisons 

among the foods. However, individual differences exists when GI is determined in vivo, 

along with other complications as is mentioned on section 1.2 statement of problem. In vitro 

methods that have been developed to solve those issues also do not possess uniformity in 

procedure and some are complex to execute.  

     This study uses simple method omitting the use of sophisticated machinery and chemicals 

to study the starch hydrolysis rates in several foods and correlate it with the known GI to 

prepare a model. The model may be used as a very effective and quick tool to assess GI of 

new food and mixed meal, without the use of human studies. Thus, this study is expected to 

make new food product development and diet planning much quick and less tedious. 

1.5     Delimitations of the study 

 GI data are taken from published literature; and was not carried out in lab 

 GI determination was not carried out to validate result for model validation 

  For simplicity, only linear model was fitted  

 Information on maturity stage of cereals/legumes could not be included because of 

unavailability of information. 
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Part II 

Literature review 

2.1     Starch 

Starch is the major carbohydrate reserve in higher plants. In contrast with cellulose that is 

present in dietary fibers, starch is digested by humans and represents one of the main sources 

of energy to sustain life (Antonio, 2013). It accounts for more than 50% of carbohydrate 

intake. It occurs in plants in the form of granules, and these are particularly abundant in seeds 

(especially the cereal grains) and tubers, where they serve as a storage form of carbohydrates. 

The breakdown of starch to glucose nourishes the plant during periods of reduced 

photosynthetic activity (Libretexts, 2016).  

     Starch is isolated mainly from the sources like corn, potato, cassava, wheat, rice, water 

chestnut, arrowroot, mungo bean, lotus root etc. Starch is a mixture of two glucans, amylose 

and amylopectin (Belitz et al., 2009). 

2.1.1     Amylose 

Amylose is a linear polysaccharide composed entirely of D-glucose units joined by the α-

1,4-glycosidic linkages as shown in fig.2.1. Experimental evidence indicates that amylose is 

not a straight chain of glucose units but instead is coiled like a spring, with six glucose 

monomers per turn. When coiled in this fashion, amylose has just enough room in its core to 

accommodate an iodine molecule. The characteristic blue-violet color that appears when 

starch is treated with iodine is due to the formation of the amylose-iodine complex. This 

color test is sensitive enough to detect even minute amounts of starch in solution  (Libretexts, 

2016). 

     Under natural conditions, starch chains appear as left-handed spirals (helices) with six 

glucose residues per turn. The primary hydroxyl groups of glycoside residues are directed 

outwards the helix, whereas the secondary ones and hydrogen bonds are pointed inwards. 

The outer side of the helix is hydrophilic and its inner tunnel is hydrophobic in character. 

Owing to this, different water-insoluble substances, including lipid compounds or iodine, 

may penetrate into the starch helix, especially into amylose. The amylose content of starch 

usually ranges from 10 to 35%, although in high-amylose starches it may reach even 70%, 
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compared to the so-called “waxy” (high-amylopectin) starches where amylose occurs in 

trace amounts, i.e. from 0 to 4% (Leszczyñski, 2004). 

 

Fig. 2.1 Structure of an amylose chain 

2.1.2     Amylopectin 

Amylopectin, the highly branched molecule, is usually the major component in 

the starch granule with α(1–4)-linked glucose linear chains and α(1–6)-linked branch points 

as shown in fig. 2.2. Crystalline domains of the starch granules are due to the clustered 

branches of amylopectin chains that are packed together, whereas the free amylose, amylose 

complexed with lipids, and branch points of the amylopectin are found in the amorphous 

region. Alternative arrangement of crystalline and amorphous region was proposed for the 

semicrystalline starch granule. The amorphous regions contain the main amount of amylose, 

but also a considerable part of the amylopectin. The crystalline regions consist primarily of 

amylopectin. However, there is no clear demarcation between amorphous and crystalline 

regions. Crystalline region is less susceptible to enzymatic hydrolysis, water penetration, and 

other chemical reactions than amorphous region. Amylopectin has a lesser tendency to 

gelation, retrogradation, and syneresis because of the branched structure. The amount 

of amylopectin varies among different starches. Waxy varieties contain almost 

100% amylopectin. The extent of functional characteristics of starch (viscosity, 

gelatinization, solubility, texture, gel stability, retrogradation, shear resistance) are directly 

affected by the amylose/amylopectin ratio (Gunaratne and Corke, 2016).  

     It has been shown that the combined application of preparative and analytical size 

exclusion chromatography with multiple detection, precipitation techniques, and enzymatic 

de-branching provides the most detailed analytical insight on the microstructural properties 

of amylopectin (Gunaratne and Corke, 2016). 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/agricultural-and-biological-sciences/granules
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/agricultural-and-biological-sciences/starch-granules
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/agricultural-and-biological-sciences/amylopectin
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/agricultural-and-biological-sciences/amylose
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/agricultural-and-biological-sciences/starch-granules
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/agricultural-and-biological-sciences/enzymatic-hydrolysis
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/agricultural-and-biological-sciences/shears
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/agricultural-and-biological-sciences/size-exclusion-chromatography
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/agricultural-and-biological-sciences/size-exclusion-chromatography
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Fig. 2.2 Structure of amylopectin chain 

2.1.3     Digestion of starch in human body 

The salivary enzyme amylase begins the breakdown of food starches into maltose, a 

disaccharide. As the bolus of food travels through the esophagus to the stomach, no 

significant digestion of carbohydrates takes place. The esophagus produces no digestive 

enzymes but does produce mucous for lubrication. The acidic environment in the stomach 

stops the action of the amylase enzyme (Molnar and Gair, 2013). 

     The next step of carbohydrate digestion takes place in the duodenum. Chyme from the 

stomach enters the duodenum and mixes with the digestive secretion from the pancreas, liver, 

and gallbladder. Pancreatic juices also contain amylase, which continues the breakdown of 

starch and glycogen into maltose, a disaccharide. The disaccharides are broken down into 

monosaccharides by enzymes called maltases, sucrases, and lactases, which are also present 

in the brush border of the small intestinal wall. Glucose thus produced is then absorbed and 

then can be used in metabolic pathways to harness energy. The monosaccharides are 

transported across the intestinal epithelium into the bloodstream to be transported to the 

different cells in the body (Molnar and Gair, 2013). 

     Although amylase can break down the α-glycosidic bonds that join glucose subunits in 

starch, it cannot break apart the (β-1→4)-glycosidic bonds that join glucose subunits in 

cellulose (cellulose is an important structural component in plant cell walls), despite the fact 

that both starch and cellulose are made up of bonded glucose subunits. Amylase enzymes 

selectively cleave the type of glucose-to-glucose bond found in starch, not the kind of 

glucose-to-glucose bond found in cellulose (NCSU, 2018).  
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2.2     Amylase 

Food materials must be broken down by digestion before they can be absorbed and utilized 

by the body. Consequently, if an organism has no enzyme capable of attacking a particular 

type of carbohydrate, protein, or fat, that particular substance will have no food value for the 

organism. Carbohydrates and fats can be broken down by strong acids or bases. However, 

digestive enzymes can accomplish the same breakdown under conditions compatible with 

life, that is, at moderate temperatures and physiological pH ranges (GOB, 1996). 

     Amylase is any member of a class of enzymes that catalyze the hydrolysis (splitting of 

a compound by addition of a water molecule) of starch into smaller carbohydrate molecules 

such as maltose (a molecule composed of two glucose molecules). Two categories of 

amylases, denoted alpha and beta, differ in the way they attack the bonds of the starch 

molecules(Augustyn et al., 2018). Amylase catalyzes the hydrolysis of the glycosidic 

linkages in starch. Amylases catalyze only the α-1,4 glycosidic linkages in the amylose and 

amylopectin components of starch. The hydrolysis does not proceed directly from 

polysaccharides to monomer units; rather, partial hydrolysis products of intermediate size 

are obtained. These products are α-1,4 linkage; α maltose and dextrin. Maltose consists of 

two glucose units in α-1,4 linkages (GOB, 1996). Activity of amylase is basically affected 

by temperature and pH (Wahbeh and Christie, 2011). 

     α-Amylase is an endoenzyme that carries out multiple attack on linear portions of amylose 

and amylopectin with maltose and maltotriose as the principal short chain products. Only  

minor  amounts  of  glucose  are  produced(Butterworth et al., 2011). Because α-amylase 

does not cleave α-1,6 bonds or their adjacent α-1,4 bonds, digestion of amylopectin also 

leaves branched oligosaccharides (α-limit dextrins). It produces a small amount of free 

glucose molecules (Wahbeh and Christie, 2011). Alpha-amylase is widespread among living 

organisms. In the digestive systems of humans and many other mammals, an α-amylase 

called ptyalin is produced by the salivary glands, whereas pancreatic amylase is secreted by 

the pancreas into the small intestine (Augustyn et al., 2018). 

      β-amylases are present in yeasts, molds, bacteria, and plants, particularly in the seeds. 

They are the principal components of a mixture called diastase that is used in the removal of 

starchy sizing agents from textiles and in the conversion of cereal grains to fermentable 

sugars (Augustyn et al., 2018). 

https://www.britannica.com/science/hydrolysis
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/compound
https://www.britannica.com/science/starch
https://www.britannica.com/science/maltose
https://www.britannica.com/science/molecule
https://www.britannica.com/science/glucose
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/amylopectin
https://www.britannica.com/science/alpha-amylase
https://www.britannica.com/science/digestion-biology
https://www.britannica.com/science/salivary-gland
https://www.britannica.com/science/pancreas
https://www.britannica.com/science/beta-amylase
https://www.britannica.com/science/bacteria
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2.2.1     Salivary amylase 

Salivary amylase is probably important in initiating starch digestion, depending upon the 

time spent chewing. Human salivary amylase is 94% identical with pancreatic amylase, but 

is inactivated in the acid pH of the gastric lumen. Starch supplements are better tolerated in 

breast-fed than bottle-fed infants, because of the presence of human milk amylase. In 

humans before 1 year of age, α-amylase activity in the duodenum is fairly low, due to delay 

in development of full secretory capacity. Presence of starch or its hydrolytic products can 

protect the enzyme from acid denaturation, and in this way some salivary or milk amylase 

reaches the more neutral pH of the duodenal lumen (Alpers, 2003).   

      Salivary amylase is secreted in mouth. Saliva mixes with food, amylase begins its work. 

After swallowing, food moves to stomach and combines with gastric acid. Optimum pH for 

amylase to work is about 7 and gastric acid lowers the pH, inactivating amylase. A small 

amount of the enzyme may remain active in the center of the bolus, or mass of food, until 

gastric acid penetrates it. At this point, starch is only partially broken down (Sareen S. 

Gropper, 2003). 

     The concentration of salivary amylase ranges from 73.8 U/ml to 122.2 U/ml throughout 

the day (Rohleder et al., 2006). 

2.2.2     Pancreatic amylase 

The salivary enzyme is rapidly inactivated by gastric acid, but hydrolysis is continued 

by pancreatic amylase, the end-products being maltose, maltotriose, short-

branched oligosaccharides and α-limit dextrins, the latter two being residual branched 

segments resulting from incomplete digestion of amylopectin. No free glucose is produced 

(Bjarnason and Sherwood, 2014). 

     The disaccharides are cleaved by the various brush border disaccharidases to yield D-

fructose, D-glucose and D-galactose. These in turn are transported across the brush border 

and enterocytes, and into the circulation by specific transport systems (Bjarnason and 

Sherwood, 2014). 

     Purified human pancreatic α-amylase (α-1,4-glucan-4-glucano-hydrolase, EC 3.2.1.1) 

was found to be stable over a wide range of pH values (5.0 to 10.5) with an optimal pH for 

the enzymatic activity of 7.0. The Michaelis constant of the enzyme at optimal pH and assay 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/nursing-and-health-professions/amylase
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/breast-milk
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/duodenum
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/biochemistry-genetics-and-molecular-biology/denaturation
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/alpha-amylase-pancreas-isoenzyme
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/oligosaccharide
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/dextrin
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/amylopectin
http://www.annclinlabsci.org/external-ref?link_type=EC&access_num=3.2.1.1
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conditions was mentioned to be 2.51 mg per ml for soluble starch (Sky-Peck and 

Thuvasethakul, 1977). Maximal postprandial duodenal amylase activity ranges from roughly 

150 U/ml to 300 U/ml, mean amylase activity being around 200 U/ml (Keller and Layer, 

2005). One amylase unit denoting the  liberating reducing groups corresponding to 1 µmol 

maltose per minute (Isaksson et al., 1982). 

2.2.3     Fungal amylase 

Bacteria and fungi secrete amylase to the outside of the cells to carry out extra-cellular 

digestion (Ellaiah et al., 2003). Amylases can be derived from various sources, such as 

plants, animals, and microorganisms, but microbial sources generally meet industrial 

demands (Pandey et al., 2000) as there is a possibility of increasing the levels of microbial 

enzyme synthesized by classical genetic techniques, continuous culture selection, induction, 

or optimization of growth conditions for the enzyme of interest (Shalini et al., 2014). 

     The fungal amylases are preferred over other microbial sources because of their more 

acceptable GRAS (generally regarded as safe) status, the hyphal mode of growth, and good 

tolerance to low water activity, and high osmotic pressure conditions make fungi most 

efficient for bioconversion of solid substrates (Raimbault, 1998) and thus attracting 

increasing attention as source of amylolytic enzymes suitable for industrial applications 

(Shalini et al., 2014). There are several other advantages such as cost effectiveness, 

consistency, less time and space required for production and ease of process modification 

and optimization. These enzymes account for about 30% of the world’s enzyme production 

(Sunitha et al., 2012).  

2.2.4     Enzyme activity 

Enzyme activity is the measure of catalytic activity and there are two methods to measure 

enzyme activity: one of them is to measure the decrease substrate concentration in a period 

of time, and the other is to measure the increase in concentration of a product after a period 

of time (Gomes and Teresa, 2019).  

     The activity of enzymes is affected by multiple factors, including  

a.     pH 

Every enzyme has an optimum range where it shows maximum activity. Porcine pancreatic 

amylase (PPA) has an optimum pH range from 6 to 8 (Gopal and Muralikrishna, 2009). 
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     In a study by Wang et al. (2016) Amylase showed maximum enzyme activity under 

neutral and acidic conditions as shown in Fig. 2.3 

 

Source: Wang et al. (2016) 

Fig. 2.3 Effects of pH on the activity of purified amylase from Aspergillus niger WLB42 

(■) and the wild type A. niger A4 (♦). 

b.     Temperature 

Rate of reaction increases with temperature, but only up to a point called optimum 

temperature. A change in temperature, either below or above the optimum, causes the active 

site to denature, decreasing or preventing substrate binding. When exposed to low 

temperatures enzymes are not flexible enough to permit induce fit, and in high temperatures 

enzymes are too weak to maintain their shape (Anonymous, 2018). 

     Fig. 2.4 shows the activity of porcine pancreatic amylase (PPA) at different temperatures. 
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Source: Gopal and Muralikrishna (2009) 

Fig. 2.4 Activity of porcine pancreatic amylase with temperature. 

PPA refers to porcine pancreatic amylase. PPA-I and PPA-II are two isoforms of PPA 

separated on DEAE-cellulose with molecular masses 55400 ± 6Da and 55395 ± 6Da 

respectively. 

     Similary, Padul et al. (2013) has mentioned that the optimal temperature for the activity 

of fungal amylase is around neutral pH as shown in Fig. 2.5 

 

Source: Padul et al. (2013) 

Fig. 2.5 Effect of temperature on activity of wooly aphid, fungal and salivary α -amylases. 
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c.     Substrate concentration 

If amount of enzyme is kept constant and substrate concentration is gradually increased, the 

reaction velocity will increase until it reaches a maximum. After this point increasing 

substrate concentration will not increase the rate of reaction. The effect that substrate 

concentration has on the activity of enzyme is presented in the fig. 2.6. 

 

Source: Padul et al. (2013) 

Fig. 2.6 Effect of substrate concentration on enzyme (α -amylase) activity 

d.     Allosteric inhibitors and activators 

Inhibitors are substances that bind to an enzyme and decreases its activity, and they can occur 

in two ways; competitive inhibitors and noncompetitive inhibitors. Effectors that enhance 

enzyme activity are referred to as allosteric activators, which bid to allosteric sites to keep 

an enzyme in its active configuration. 

     Wang et al. (2016) found that among the metal ions tested, the addition of Co2+ (2 

mmol/L) to the enzyme enhanced amylase activity 2-fold relative to the control, whereas the 

addition of Cu2+, K+, Mg2+, and Zn2+ suppressed activity. Many metal cations, especially 

heavy metal ions, sulphydryl group reagents, N-bromosuccinimide, mercuribenzoic acid, 

iodoacetate, and EDTA inhibit fungal amylases (Saranraj and Stella, 2013). 

e.     Cofactors 

Many enzymes require cofactors, for their catalytic activity. A cofactor can be a coenzyme, 

a prosthetic group or a metal ion activator (Anonymous, 2018). Amylase is a metalloenzyme, 
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which contains at least one Ca2+ ion. The affinity of Ca2+ to amylase is much stronger than 

that of other ions. The amount of bound calcium varies from one to ten. In the presence of 

Ca2+, amylases are much more thermostable than without it. Amylase from Aspergillus 

oryzae is inactivated in the presence of Ca2+, but retains activity after EDTA treatment. There 

are also reports where Ca2+ did not have any effect on the enzyme (Saranraj and Stella, 2013). 

     Gopal and Muralikrishna (2009) reported that the pH and temperature optimum of 

Porcine pancreatic amylase and its isoforms are 6.9 and 45°C. The optimum pH for the 

activity of human pancreatic amylase is 7 (Sky-Peck and Thuvasethakul, 1977). Similarly, 

for fungal amylase, optimum pH ranges between 6.7-7.0 and optimum temperature is 

between 25°C – 35°C (Saranraj and Stella, 2013). 

2.2.4.1     Expression of enzyme activity 

1 unit (U) is the amount of enzyme that catalyzes the reaction of 1 µmol of substrate per 

minute. In most R&D settings, 1 µmol of substrate is actually quite a lot of material so 1 unit 

(U) is also sometimes taken as the amount of enzyme that catalyzes the reaction of 1 nmol 

of substrate per minute. Activity is quoted in units per ml (U/ml), in other words 

nmol/µmolper min per ml. Since activity relates to concentration it follows that two vials of 

enzyme can contain the same number of units (in total) but have different activities 

(concentrations) (Biosciences, 2019).  

     Specific enzyme activity (usually stated simply as ‘specific activity’) is the number of 

enzyme units per ml divided by the concentration of protein in mg/ml. Specific activity 

values are therefore quoted as units/mg or nmol/min/mg or umol/min/mg. Specific activity 

is an important measure of enzyme purity and values for different batches of a pure enzyme 

should be the same, within normal experimental error. Serial dilutions of an enzyme solution 

will have different enzyme activity values, but identical specific activity values because in 

calculating specific activity the numerator (units/ml) and denominator (mg/ml) are affected 

equally by sample dilution. Batches that are below the expected specific activity value may 

contain impurities or enzyme molecules that have become denatured (Biosciences, 2019). 

 

2.3     Glycemic index 

The glycemic index (GI) concept is a ranking system for carbohydrates and is based on their 
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immediate impact on blood glucose level (i.e. their conversion to glucose within the human 

body) (Venn and Green, 2007). Glycemic Index uses a scale of 0 to 100, with higher values 

given to foods that cause the most rapid rise in blood sugar. Pure glucose serves as a reference 

point, and is given a Glycemic Index of 100. GI was originally designed for people with 

diabetes as a guide to food selection, advice being given to select foods with a low GI 

(Jenkins et al., 1998). Lower GI foods were considered to confer benefit as a result of the 

relatively low glycemic response following ingestion compared with high GI foods. The 

higher the GI, the greater the expected elevation in blood glucose and in the insulinogenic 

effect of the food. The long-term consumption of a diet with a relatively high GI (adjusted 

for total energy) is associated with an increased risk of type 2 diabetes and coronary heart 

disease (Liu et al., 2000). Fig. 2.7 represents the change in blood glucose level with the 

consumption of low GI and high GI foods. 

     For the general public, a low-GI food is also perceived as a healthy food choice. Ingesting 

a high-GI food increases the blood glucose concentration rapidly to above physiological 

range (a hyperglycemic state). At the hyperglycemic state, a large amount of insulin is 

secreted by the pancreatic beta-cells (hyperinsulinemia) to increase glucose uptake from the 

blood stream to the muscle and the liver (Ludwig et al., 1999 ) and thus to lower the blood 

glucose level to the normal range (Jenkins et al., 1998). Controlling postprandial blood sugar 

is important for the prevention and control of type II diabetes and its related complications. 

There is a large body of evidence to suggest that if a reduction in postprandial glycaemia is 

to be part of the strategy for prevention and management of diabetes and cardio vascular 

diseases, the GI (or quality) is as relevant as the quantity of carbohydrate. Foods low in GI 

may reduce the insulin demand improve blood glucose control, reduce blood lipid 

concentrations and body weight and thereby could help pre- vent diabetes-related 

cardiovascular events (Radhika et al., 2010).  
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Source: Neithercott (2014) 

Fig. 2.7 Change in blood glucose level with time for low GI and high GI foods 

In general, food is classified into low, medium or high GI as follows (Byrnes et al., 1995): 

     55 or less     : Low (good) 

     56- 69    : Medium 

     70 or higher : High (bad) 

     Repeated incidents of hyperinsulinemia from frequent consumption of high-GI foods may 

also reduce the sensitivity of the body to respond to the action of insulin (insulin resistance) 

(Byrnes et al., 1995). As the result, the pancreatic beta-cells augment the secretion of insulin 

to overcome the insulin resistance, which, in turn, repeats the state of hyperinsulinemia. The 

cycle of insulin resistance and hyperinsulinemia has been associated with metabolic 

syndrome, 15 including non-insulin-dependent diabetes, obesity, hypertension, lipid 

abnormalities, and atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease. Hence low-GI foods containing 

RS can be used to improve the insulin sensitivity and to prevent the metabolic syndrome 

(Higgins, 2004). RS can also be used to intervene obesity by reducing the total energy intake, 

which leads to less fat deposited in the adipose tissue (Ludwig et al., 1999 ). Because RS is 

not readily available for energy production, the body utilizes fat in the adipose tissue for 

energy. In addition, high-RS foods prevent the hypoglycemia-induced hunger and promote 

satiety due to their increased transit time in the digestive system (Brand-Miller et al., 2002). 

Decreases in the serum triglyceride and cholesterol concentrations are also seen with the 

ingestion of high-RS diets, which can be applicable in reducing the risk of cardiovascular 

disease (de Deckere et al., 1993). 

     Knowledge in GI is basically useful for the management of following conditions: 
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     For diabetes: All of the evidence based recommendations for the management of diabetes 

from the major diabetes organizations around the world (the American Diabetes 

Association; Canadian Diabetes Association and Diabetes UK for example) now advise 

people with type 1 and type 2 diabetes to use the GI or GL as part of the nutritional 

management of their condition (Anonymous, 2017). Blood sugar level will not drop if the 

sugar in the blood is not properly processed due to, for example, too little insulin being 

secreted, or resistance to the action of insulin. If blood sugar levels have not decreased 

several hours after eating on a regular basis, this indicates a susceptibility to diabetes. To 

avoid this and stay healthy, we should eat types of foods that will not cause a sudden, extreme 

rise in blood sugar levels (Otsuka, 2010). 

      For gestational diabetes: In their recently released guidelines, the International 

Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics have recently recommended a focus on lower GI 

foods. “Low GI diets are associated with less frequent insulin use and lower birth weight 

than in control diets, suggesting that it is the most appropriate dietary intervention to be 

prescribed to patients with GDM,” they say (Anonymous, 2017). 

     For cholesterol: An analysis of 28 randomized controlled trials provided high-level 

evidence that high-fibre, low GI diets can significantly reduce total and LDL cholesterol 

levels, independent of weight loss (Anonymous, 2017). 

     For weight maintenance: The Diogenes study from Europe reported that a moderately 

high protein, low GI diet is the best for longer-term weight management (Anonymous, 2017). 

When glucose enters the bloodstream, insulin facilitates its uptake into the body's cells. 

When an excess of glucose is ingested, insulin over secretion occurs. Insulin increases the 

biosynthesis of fat and suppresses its breakdown. Thus, it becomes easier for fat to 

accumulate in body tissues (Otsuka, 2010). 

2.3.1     Method of determination of glycemic index 

GI values of foods must be measured using valid scientific methods.  It cannot be guessed 

by looking at the composition of the food or the nutrition information panel on food 

packaging (Foundation, 2017). 

2.3.1.1     In vivo method 

Following the international standard method, the GI value of a food is determined by feeding 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24107659
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24107659
http://guidelines.diabetes.ca/Browse/Chapter11
http://www.diabetes.org.uk/nutrition-guidelines
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22841185
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21105792
https://www.iso.org/standard/43633.html
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10 or more healthy people a portion of the food containing 50 grams of digestible (available) 

carbohydrate and then measuring the effect on their blood glucose levels over the next two 

hours. For each person, the area under their two-hour blood glucose response for this food is 

then measured. On another occasion, the same 10 people consume an equal-carbohydrate 

portion of the sugar glucose (the reference food) and their two-hour blood glucose response 

is also measured. A GI value for the test food is then calculated for each person by dividing 

their glucose AUC (Area under glucose response curve) for the test food by their glucose 

AUC for the reference food. The final GI value for the test food is the average GI value for 

the 10 people (Foundation, 2017). 

     Foods with a high GI score contain rapidly digested carbohydrate, which produces a large 

rapid rise and fall in the level of blood glucose. In contrast, foods with a low GI score contain 

slowly digested carbohydrate, which produces a gradual, relatively low rise in the level of 

blood glucose (Foundation, 2017). 

     The GI is an in vivo measure that takes into account the complex interaction of factors 

that determine the glycemic response. In addition to the rate of carbohydrate digestion, food-

mediated effects on both gastrointestinal events and post-absorptive metabolism can 

influence the GI. This emphasizes the fact that GI values do not represent a direct measure 

of carbohydrate absorption from the small intestine. Rather, the GI values are determined by 

the combined effect of all the properties of a food or meal that influence the rate of influx 

and removal of glucose from the circulation (K. N. Englyst and Englyst, 2005).   

2.3.1.2     In vitro method 

However, the in vivo method that is used to determine GI of foods is laborious, costly, time 

consuming and requires the co-operation of motivated individuals. In order to overcome the 

logistical difficulties associated with the in vivo procedure several in vitro methods that 

mimic the physiological rate of digestion of carbohydrate foods have been developed. The 

in vitro procedures are established on the rationale that carbohydrate digestion by the 

digestive enzymes is an essential component of both in vitro and in vivo digestion 

procedures. These methods use a variety of digestive enzymes that are present in the human 

gastrointestinal tract (Englyst et al., 2003).  

     The in vitro studies initiate the digestion of starchy foods either by the in vivo mastication 
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(Granfeldt et al., 1992) or imitating mouth grinding (chewing) process (Englyst et al., 1992). 

The chewing procedure which subjects the food to digestion by α-amylase in the mouth 

offers certain advantages over the traditional milling or grinding. The chewing time and the 

physical characteristics of the food will influence the degree of degradation of food particles 

and the rate of hydrolysis of starch. These methods use a wide variety of enzymes; amylase 

only (Jenkins et al., 1980; Snow and O’Dea, 1981) or amylase with other proteolytic 

enzymes (Colonna et al., 1990; Holm et al., 1985). The in vitro digestion procedures that 

follow the digestion of foods using pancreatic and brush boarder enzymes as followed by 

Englyst et al. (2003) had shown high correlations with the in vivo glycemic responses 

(Brouns et al., 2005). 

     Most of the in vitro methods have been focused on analyzing basic foods (Englyst et al., 

1999; Englyst et al., 2003; Garsetti et al., 2005) but not mixed meals containing several 

carbohydrate sources. Some studies include oral phase whereas some do not. Further 

differences amongst methods include the duration of each digestion phase, the type of 

enzymes present, and/or the indices that are employed (e.g., rapidly available glucose, 

hydrolysis index, and glycemic glucose equivalents). Although some methods are reasonably 

simple, others demand sophisticated laboratory equipment, expensive reagents, trained 

personnel and complex calculations (Argyri et al., 2016). 

2.3.2     Glycemic index of different food materials 

Reliable tables of GI compiled from the scientific literature are instrumental in improving 

the quality of research examining the relation between the dietary glycemic effect and health. 

The first edition of International Tables of Glycemic Index, published in in 1995 with 565 

entries (Foster-Powell and Miller, 1995), has been cited as a reference in many scientific 

papers. In particular, these tables provided the basis for the GI to be used a dietary 

epidemiologic tool, allowing novel comparisons of the effects of different carbohydrates on 

disease risk, separate from the traditional classification of carbohydrates into starches and 

sugars (Powell et al., 2002).  

     Revised table for GI values was published in 2002 to bring together all the relevant data 

published between 1981 and 2001. The quality of the data could be verified on the basis of 

the method used (the method was in line with the principles advocated by the FAO/WHO 

Expert Consultation). In total, the new table contained nearly 1300 separate entries, 
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representing more than 750 different types of foods. For many foods there are more than2 

published values; therefore, the mean (±SEM) GIs were calculated and are listed underneath 

the data for the individual foods (Powell et al., 2002). 

     New data were published by several researchers after 2002 and in 2008, Atkinson et al. 

(2008) systematically tabulated published and unpublished sources of reliable GI values, 

with derivation of the GL. The literature search identified 205 articles published between 

1981 and 2007. Unpublished data were also included where the data quality could be 

verified. The data were separated into two lists: the first representing more precise data 

derived from testing healthy subjects and the second primarily from individuals with 

impaired glucose metabolism (Atkinson et al., 2008). 

     Many people have raised concerns about the variation in published GI values for 

apparently similar foods. This variation may reflect both methodologic factors and true 

differences in the physical and chemical characteristics of the foods (Powell et al., 2002). 

     For GI, both glucose and white bread continue to be used as reference foods. The 

conversion factor 100/70 or 70/100 is used to convert from one scale to the other (Atkinson 

et al., 2008; Powell et al., 2002). Table 2.1 has examples of GI values of some food items 

from cereal and legumes group popular in Nepal. 
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Table 2.1 Different food products with their glycemic indices 

Food 

groups 

Food materials GI 

(glucose=100) 

Reference 

Cereals Rice (Sona masuri) 72±4.5 (Shobana et al., 2012) 

 Buck wheat 54±4 (Powell et al., 2002) 

 Sweet corn  53±4 (Powell et al., 2002) 

 Wheat 41±3 (Powell et al., 2002) 

 Millet 68±10 (Powell et al., 2002) 

 Sorghum 62 (Handsout, 2016) 

 Basmati rice 58±8 (Powell et al., 2002) 

 Barley 28±2 (Powell et al., 2002) 

 Oats 66±1 (Powell et al., 2002) 

 Corn meal 68 (Powell et al., 2002) 

 Brown Rice 55±5 (Powell et al., 2002) 

Legumes Chickpeas 31 (Powell et al., 2002) 

 Kidney beans 24±4 (Atkinson et al., 2008; Powell 

et al., 2002) 

 Soy beans 16±1 (Atkinson et al., 2008) 

 Red lentil 26±4 (Powell et al., 2002) 

 Blackgram 43±10 (Powell et al., 2002) 

 Mungbean 31 (Powell et al., 2002) 

 Pigeon Pea 22 (Powell et al., 2002) 

 Black eyed beans 42+-9 (Powell et al., 2002) 

 Black beans 20 (Powell et al., 2002) 

 Marrowfat peas 39±8 (Powell et al., 2002) 

 Split peas 32 (Powell et al., 2002) 
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2.3.3     Factors affecting glycemic index 

The GI concept was originally developed in the 1980s when it was realized that different 

foods containing the same amount of carbohydrate did not have the same effect on blood 

sugar levels. For example 30g of carbohydrate as bread may not have the same effect as 30g 

of carbohydrate as fruit or as pasta. At the same level of carbohydrate, foods with a high GI 

result in marked fluctuations in blood sugar levels whereas low-GI foods produce lower rises 

in blood sugar levels (WHO and FAO, 1998). 

     The physical form of a food, its processing method, the type of fiber, type of starch, type 

of sugar and cooking method, all have an impact on a food's final GI. In general, the structure 

of the food is as important as the type of carbohydrate it contains. Whole wheat grains for 

example are relatively resistant to digestion, but once ground and baked, they become easy 

to digest. This is why both white and fine textured wholemeal bread have a high GI whereas 

multigrain breads have a medium GI (EUFIC, 2006). 

     The type of sugar in a food is also relevant; glucose has the greatest impact on blood 

sugar, followed by sucrose (table sugar) (EUFIC, 2006). The GI of sugar actually ranges 

from as low as 19 for fructose to up to 105 for maltose. Starch is a carbohydrate made up of 

two molecules, amylose and amylopectin. Amylose is difficult to digest, whereas 

amylopectin is easily digested. Foods with a higher amylose content will have a lower GI 

(Coyle, 2017).  

     Some foods like oats, apples and bean contain soluble fiber, which thickens and slows 

the passage of food in the digestive tract. These foods have a low GI. In practice most 

carbohydrate foods are not consumed alone but as part of a snack or meal, and this has an 

impact on the blood sugar profile. For example bread may be eaten with butter or oil, and 

potatoes with meat and vegetables. The addition of foods rich in fat and protein significantly 

slow down the rate of digestion of the meal and reduce the overall GI (EUFIC, 2006). 

     Overall, not just the amount of carbohydrate but ripeness and storage time, processing, 

cooking method, and variety affects the glycemic index value of foods. In the work by 

Gumus et al. (2014), glycemic index of same food in the participants who were smoking, 

staying dormitory, sedater and not educated about nutrition dietary glycemic index was 
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found high than who are not smoking, staying house, doing regular physical activity and 

educated on nutrition. 

2.4     Starch hydrolysis rate 

Differences in the amylose content could explain much of the variation in the GI values of 

rice (and other foods) because amylose is digested more slowly than is amylopectin starch 

(Powell et al., 2002). Similarly, extent of milling, (Malan, 2017), insoluble and total dietary 

fiber content of food, possible content of natural amylase inhibitor etc. influence the starch 

hydrolysis rate (Urooj and Puttraj, 1999). 

     Based on an in vitro measure of rate and extent of starch digestion, starches of different 

sources have been categorized as rapidly digestible starch (RDS)-starches hydrolyzed within 

the first 20 min of digestion, slowly digestible starch (SDS)-starches digested within the 

following 100 min after RDS, and resistant starch (RS)-starches not digested within the 

120 min of in vitro digestion (Englyst et al., 1992). RDS causes a rapid increase in blood 

glucose level after ingestion, whereas SDS releases glucose slowly and consistently over an 

extended time. RS which resists enzymatic hydrolysis, is fermented in the large 

intestine releasing short chain fatty acids which are considered as beneficial (Lehmann & 

Robin, 2007). The rate of digestion of a typical starchy food is influenced by its botanical 

origin, which consequently determines the structure and shape of starch granules and 

the amylose content (Frei and Becker, 2003). Rate of digestion is also influenced by 

physicochemical structure of the starch such as crystallinity, chain length and 

chain distribution, molecular weight and weight distribution (Tian et al., 2016). Similarly, 

thermal processing and moisture content, which determine the extent of 

starch gelatinization also affects rate of starch digestion (Bjorck et al., 1994, Sasaki et al., 

2016). Apart from these, the presence of dietary fiber changes the microstructure of foods 

and limits its water availability, and thus restricting starch gelatinization affecting the rate of 

starch digestion (Colonna et al., 1990; Shumoy and Raes, 2017). 

     Because enzyme kinetics invariably slow down as the reaction progresses due to the 

changing environment, it is customary in enzyme studies to use the initial velocity as a 

primary response factor (Schoones, 2004). 

     In the study by Bravo et al. (1998) the rate of starch digestion was expressed as the 

percentage of TS hydrolyzed at different times. The hydrolysis curves follow a first-order 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/starch
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/biochemistry-genetics-and-molecular-biology/digestion
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/biochemistry-genetics-and-molecular-biology/starch
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/biochemistry-genetics-and-molecular-biology/resistant-starch
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/biochemistry-genetics-and-molecular-biology/ingestion
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/enzymatic-hydrolysis
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/biochemistry-genetics-and-molecular-biology/colon
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/biochemistry-genetics-and-molecular-biology/colon
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/short-chain-fatty-acid
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0308814617302583#b0110
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0308814617302583#b0110
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/amylose
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0308814617302583#b0065
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/crystallinity
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/biochemistry-genetics-and-molecular-biology/length
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/molar-mass-distribution
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/biochemistry-genetics-and-molecular-biology/weight
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0308814617302583#b0180
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/biochemistry-genetics-and-molecular-biology/moisture
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/biochemistry-genetics-and-molecular-biology/gelatinization
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0308814617302583#b0020
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0308814617302583#b0150
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0308814617302583#b0150
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/fiber
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/microstructure
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/food-science/starch-gelatinization
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equation as described by (Goni et al., 1997). The area under the hydrolysis curve (AUC) was 

calculated using the equation 

AUC = C∞ (tf - t0) - (C∞ / k) [1 - exp[-k(tf - t0)]] 

     Where C∞ corresponds to the concentration at equilibrium (t180), tf is the final time (180 

min), t0 is the initial time (0 min), and k is the kinetic constant. Once the area under the starch 

hydrolysis curve of the test samples was established, a hydrolysis index (HI) was calculated 

by comparison with the AUC of a reference food (fresh white bread loaves; hydrolysis curve 

shown in Fig. 2.8. This HI was shown to be a good predictor of the glycemic response to a 

food and was highly correlated with the glycemic index (GI) in vivo. Therefore, from the HI 

obtained in vitro we estimated the predicted GI using the equation established in the 

mentioned study (Goni et al., 1997): 

GI = 39.71 + (0.549 × HI) 

 

Source: Bravo et al. (1998) 

Fig. 2.8 In vitro starch hydrolysis rate of fresh white bread. 

     O'Dea et al. (1981) conducted an study to determine whether the rate of hydrolysis of 

different starches by pancreatic amylase in vitro was proportional to the postprandial glucose 

and insulin response to those starches after oral ingestion. The relative rates of starch 

hydrolysis correlated very closely with the peak glucose responses. These results indicated 

that the rate of intestinal hydrolysis of starch is an extremely important determinant of the 

metabolic responses to a particular starch. The rate of starch hydrolysis can be determined 

simply by an in vitro method and should assist the design of diets for the treatment of 
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diabetes. 

     For legumes, study conducted by O'Dea and Wong (1983) indicated that, by virtue of 

their low postprandial glucose and insulin responses, irrespective of their physical form and 

digestibility, legumes would appear to be ideal for inclusion in the diet of diabetics. Not only 

among different food groups, among the foods of same group also, variation in the rate of 

starch hydrolysis could be observed. In an study by Snow and O’Dea (1981) it was found 

that among the cereals oats, wheat and barley, barley had the highest rate of digestion and 

wheat had the least. 

2.4.1     Effect of lipid and protein in starch hydrolysis rate and glycemic index 

Lipid and protein, accumulated with starch, might inhibit enzymatic hydrolysis of starch. 

Glucose yield significantly decreases by adding the fatty acid such as lauric acid, meristic 

acid, palmitic acid, oleic acid acted as inhibitors in starch hydrolysis by alpha-amylase and 

amyloglucosidase enzymes. The interaction of starch-lipids formed an inclusion complex, 

called amylose-lipid complex, can affect the characteristics of starch. As well as the presence 

of protein in starch was found in starch granule surface that can affect the texture, mechanical 

properties and digestion of starch by enzyme owing to the interaction of starch-protein of 

hydrogen bonds might be formed between anionic groups of starch with cationic groups of 

protein that forming a protein matrix around the starch granules which can block access of 

enzyme to substrate (Munira et al., 2018). 

     The higher content of amylose in legumes, may lead to a higher resistant starch content 

and account for their lower digestibility. Also, legumes contain more of proteins than cereals, 

and protein-starch interaction in legumes may also contribute to their decreased glycemic 

responses. Besides, the presence of high amounts of dietary fibre and antinutritional factors 

such as phytates and amylase inhibitors may greatly influence the rate and extent of legume 

starch digestibility (Collar et al., 2014).  (Ratnaningsih et al., 2017) reported that the legumes 

starch has unique properties, such as high viscosity, high resistance to swelling and rupture, 

high gelatinization temperature, fast retrogradation and high elasticity of the gel which could 

be correlated with the high amylose content of the legume starch and thus low GI. 

     Moghaddam et al. (2006) concluded that, across the range of 0–30 g, protein and fat 

reduced glycemic responses independently from each other in a linear, dose-dependent 
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fashion, with protein having ∼3-times the effect of fat. A large protein effect was associated 

with high waist circumference and high dietary-fiber intake, whereas a large fat effect was 

associated with low fasting plasma insulin. These conclusions may not apply to solid meals. 

Further studies are needed to determine the mechanisms for these effects. 

2.5     Determination of reducing sugar by DNS reagent method 

It is simple, sensitive, and adaptable during handling of large number of samples at a time. 

Under alkaline condition, 3,5-dinitrosalicylic acid (DNS) solution is reduced by reducing 

sugars to 3-amino-5-nitrosalicylic acid (Fig. 2.9). The intensity of the dark-red color formed 

as a result of the reaction is measured (against a standard) at 510 nm. The reagent is also 

used for the test of amylase activity. The chemistry of reaction is complicated since the 

standard curve does not always go through the origin and different sugars yield different 

colors. The method is therefore unsuitable for the determination of a complex mixture of 

reducing sugars. 

 

Fig. 2.9 Principle of DNS test 

2.6     Mathematical modeling 

Mathematical modeling is the process of constructing mathematical objects whose behaviors or 

properties correspond in some way to a particular real-world system. In this description, a 

mathematical object could be a system of equations, a stochastic process, a geometric or 

algebraic structure, an algorithm, or even just a set of numbers. The model should be usable for 

predicting either future behavior or behavior under different circumstances, or for better 

understanding the situation (Malkevitch et al.). 

     Mathematical modeling is generally done for following reason: 

a.     To gain understanding  

b.     To predict or simulate  
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c.     For training and education 

d.     For process optimization 

e.     Models help in experimental design 

f.     Models may be used predictively for design and control (Ingham et al., 2007). 

     Two procedures for model development are commonly used:  

a.     Develop conceptual ideas and interactions, and then perform the parameterization of 

the variables of the model with suitable data, or  

b.     Analyze experimental data that explain a biological phenomenon, and then combine 

them in a methodological manner.  

     The former will generate a conceptual (or theoretical) model whereas the second one will 

be an empirical model (Tedeschi, 2004). 

2.6.1     Classification of models 

When studying models, it is helpful to identify broad categories of models. One division 

between models is based on the type of outcome they predict. Deterministic models ignore 

random variation, and so always predict the same outcome from a given starting point. On 

the other hand, the model may be more statistical in nature and so may predict the distribution 

of possible outcomes. Such models are said to be stochastic (Lawson and Marion, 2008). 

     A second method of distinguishing between types of models is to consider the level of 

understanding on which the model is based. The simplest explanation is to consider the 

hierarchy of organizational structures within the system being modelled. A model which 

uses a large amount of theoretical information generally describes what happens at one level 

in the hierarchy by considering processes at lower levels these are called mechanistic models, 

because they take account of the mechanisms through which changes occur. In empirical 

models, no account is taken of the mechanism by which changes to the system occur. Instead, 

it is merely noted that they do occur, and the model tries to account quantitatively for changes 

associated with different conditions. The two divisions above, namely 

deterministic/stochastic and mechanistic/empirical, represent extremes of a range of model 

types. In between lie a whole spectrum of model types. Also, the two methods of 

classification are complementary. For example, a deterministic model may be either 
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mechanistic or empirical (but not stochastic) (Lawson and Marion, 2008). Examples of the 

four broad categories of models implied by the above method of classification are: 

Table 2.2 Classification of mathematical models 

Source: Lawson and Marion (2008) 

Models can also be classified as quantitative model, qualitative model, stochastic model and 

non-stochastic model. In quantitative model, relationship of the associated quantitative 

variables are expressed in terms of mathematical expressions. In the quantitative 

mathematical model, outcomes associated with chance is defined as probability or 

probabilistic model. The probabilistic model depending on time is known as stochastic 

model or stochastic process. The observations of variables are observed over time. Non-

stochastic mathematical models in some situations are purely qualitative or quantitative. Non 

stochastic models involve same aspect of social qualitative concepts or rationalization of 

quantitative variables. In the practical situation, quantitative model is applicable to many 

areas of economic, demographic and many methods have evolved independently. Many 

statistical models have been developed to test the significance of differences among means 

of different types of data (Singh and Masuku, 2013). 

2.6.2     Regression analysis technique 

Regression analysis is important statistical techniques to explain the relationships between 

the independent variables and amount of increase in one variable if another variable will be 

changed. The coefficient of parameters are estimated with the help of mathematical 

technique least of square. Regression methods are important techniques because of 

simplicity and fruitful interpretation (Singh and Masuku, 2013). The determination of 

explicit form of regression equation is the ultimate objective of regression analysis. It is 

 Empirical Mechanistic 

Deterministic 
Predicting cattle growth  

from a regression 

relationship with feed 

intake  

Planetary motion,  based 

on Newtonian mechanics 

(differential equations) 

Stochastic 
Analysis of variance  

of variety yields over sites 

and years  

Genetics of small 

populations  based on 

Mendelian inheritance 

(probabalistic equations) 
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finally a good and valid relationship between study variable and explanatory variables. Such 

regression equation can be used for several purposes. For example, to determine the role of 

any explanatory variable in the joint relationship in any policy formulation, to forecast the 

values of response variable for given set of values of explanatory variables (Salabh, 2002).  

     There are different methodologies based on regression analysis. They are described in the 

following table 2.3 

Table 2.3 Methodologies based on regression analysis 

Type of Regression Conditions 

Univariate Only one quantitative response variable 

Multivariate Two or more quantitative response 

variables 

Simple Only one explanatory variable 

Multiple Two or more explanatory variables 

Linear All parameters enter the equation linearly, 

possibly after transformation of the data 

Nonlinear The relationship between the response and 

some of the explanatory variables is 

nonlinear or some of the parameters appear 

nonlinearly, but no transformation is 

possible to make the parameters appear 

linearly 

Analysis of variance All explanatory variables are qualitative 

variables 

Analysis of Covariance Some explanatory variables are quantitative 

variables and others are qualitative 

variables 

Logistic The response variable is qualitative 

Source: Salabh (2002) 

2.6.3     Linear regression model 

Linear regression is a basic and commonly used type of predictive analysis. A regression of 

y on x is a way of predicting values of y when values of x are given. If the regression is based 

on a straight line graph, it is called a linear regression, and the straight line is called the 
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regression line. The regression line (sometimes referred to as the line of best fit) of y on x is 

then the line that gives the best prediction of values of y from those of x (Educalc, 2012). 

Regression analysis is a mathematical measure of the average relationship between two are 

more variables in terms of the original unit of data. The variable whose value is influenced 

is called dependent variable and the variable which influences the values is defined as 

independent variable. In regression analysis independent variable is also known as regress 

or predictor while the dependent variable is known as regressed or explained variable (Singh 

and Masuku, 2013).  The simplest form of the regression equation with one dependent and 

one independent variable is defined by the formula  

y = a + bx 

Where y = estimated dependent variable score and x = score on the independent variable. a 

and b are known as the linear regression coefficients. The coefficients are found by 

minimizing the sum of the squares of the vertical distances of the points from the line (i.e. 

the sum of the squares of the residuals). This method is known as least squares. 

 

     The linear regression model was also used by Hettiaratchi et al. (2012) for the correlation 

of hydrolysis index of starch of basic foods with their GI. When the in vitro HI data of basic 

foods and in vivo GI values were correlated, a significant positive relationship for the two 

parameters was observed (r=0.953; p<0.0001) with an equation, y = 1.1156x - 10.76. With 

the above positive correlation for basic foods, they applied the method as a novel approach 

for mixed meals containing different starchy sources and other meal accompaniments with 

similar proportions of components of the meal as in the case of in vivo determination of GI 

(Hettiaratchi et al., 2012). 

2.6.3.1     Correlation coefficient 

The correlation coefficient is a measure of the amount of agreement between the x and y 

variables, and is given by: 
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     The quantity r, called the linear correlation coefficient, measures the strength and the 

direction of a linear relationship between two variables. The linear correlation coefficient is 

sometimes referred to as the Pearson product moment correlation coefficient in honor of its 

developer Karl Pearson. The correlation coefficient takes on values ranging between +1 and 

-1. The following points are the accepted guidelines for interpreting the correlation 

coefficient: 

a.  0 indicates no linear relationship. 

b. +1 indicates a perfect positive linear relationship: as one variable increases in its values, 

the other variable also increases in its values via an exact linear rule. 

c. -1 indicates a perfect negative linear relationship: as one variable increases in its values, 

the other variable decreases in its values via an exact linear rule. 

d. Values between 0 and 0.3 (0 and -0.3) indicate a weak positive (negative) linear 

relationship via a shaky linear rule. 

e. Values between 0.3 and 0.7 (-0.3 and -0.7) indicate a moderate positive (negative) 

linear relationship via a fuzzy-firm linear rule. 

f. Values between 0.7 and 1.0 (-0.7 and -1.0) indicate a strong positive (negative) linear 

relationship via a firm linear rule. 

     The correlation coefficient requires that the underlying relationship between the two 

variables under consideration is linear. If the relationship is known to be linear, or the 

observed pattern between the two variables appears to be linear, then the correlation 

coefficient provides a reliable measure of the strength of the linear relationship. If the 

relationship is known to be nonlinear, or the observed pattern appears to be nonlinear, then 

the correlation coefficient is not useful, or at least questionable (Ratner, 2017). 

     r2 or coefficient of determination shows percentage variation in y which is explained by 

all the x variables together. It is typically taken as “the percent of variation in one variable 

explained by the other variable,” or “the percent of variation shared between the two 
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variables.” Higher the better. It is always between 0 and 1. It can never be negative – since 

it is a squared value. It is easy to explain the r square in terms of regression. It is not so easy 

to explain the r in terms of regression (Ratner, 2017). The coefficient of determination, r 2, is 

useful because it gives the proportion of the variance (fluctuation) of one variable that is 

predictable from the other variable. It is a measure that allows us to determine how certain 

one can be in making predictions from a certain model/graph. The coefficient of 

determination is the ratio of the explained variation to the total variation. It is such that 

0 < r 2 < 1, and denotes the strength of the linear association between x and y. It represents 

the percent of the data that is the closest to the line of best fit.  For example, if r = 0.922, 

then r 2 = 0.850, which means that 85% of the total variation in y can be explained by the 

linear relationship between x and y (as described by the regression equation). The other 15% 

of the total variation in y remains unexplained. It is a measure of how well the regression 

line represents the data.  If the regression line passes exactly through every point on the 

scatter plot, it would be able to explain all of the variation. The further the line is away from 

the points, the less it is able to explain (Sthapit et al., 2018). 

     The p-value for each term tests the null hypothesis that the coefficient is equal to zero (no 

effect). A low p-value (< 0.05) indicates that you can reject the null hypothesis. In other 

words, a predictor that has a low p-value is likely to be a meaningful addition to your model 

because changes in the predictor's value are related to changes in the response variable. 

Conversely, a larger (insignificant) p-value suggests that changes in the predictor are not 

associated with changes in the response. If the regression model contains independent 

variables that are statistically significant, a reasonably high R-squared value makes sense. 

The statistical significance indicates that changes in the independent variables correlate with 

shifts in the dependent variable (Ogee et al., 2013). 

2.6.4     Errors in regression model 

There is always some error associated with the measurement of any signal which can be 

treated statistically in terms of the mean and standard deviation. Estimates of the regression 

coefficients are subject to sampling uncertainty. Therefore, we will never exactly estimate 

the true value of these parameters from sample data in an empirical application. We need 

some way of estimating the likely error (or uncertainty) in the slope and intercept, and the 

https://sites.chem.utoronto.ca/chemistry/coursenotes/analsci/stats/MeasMeanVar.html
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corresponding uncertainty associated with any concentrations determined using the 

regression line as a calibration function (Stone and Ellis, 2006). 

2.6.4.1     The uncertainty of the regression 

The spread of the actual calibration points in either side of the line of regression of y on x 

can be expressed in terms of the regression residuals, (yi − ): The greater these resdiuals, 

the greater the uncertainty in where the true regression line actually lies. The uncertainty in 

the regression is therefore calculated in terms of these residuals. Technically, this is the 

standard error of the regression, sy/x: 

 

     There are (n − 2) degrees of freedom in calculating sy/x. This is because we are making 

two assumptions in this equation: a) that the sample population is representative of the entire 

population, and b) that the  values are representative of the true y-values. For each 

assumption, we remove one degree of freedom, and our estimated standard deviation 

becomes larger (Stone and Ellis, 2006). 

     Another way of understanding the degrees of freedom is to note that we are estimating 

two parameters from the regression – the slope and the intercept. Therefore, ν = n − 2 and 

we need at least three points to perform the regression analysis (Stone and Ellis, 2006). 

     The constant uncertainty for the response value (y) that we predict is given by (Science, 

2018): 

Sample estimate ± (t-multiplier × standard error) 

Or, y±tn−2×sy/x/√n 

2.6.4.2     The uncertainty of the slope 

The slope of the regression line is obviously important, as it determines the sensitivity of the 

calibration function; that is, the rate at which the signal changes with concentration. The 

higher (steeper) the slope, the easier it is to distinguish between concentrations which are 

close to one another. (Technically, the greater the resolution in concentration terms.) The 

https://sites.chem.utoronto.ca/chemistry/coursenotes/analsci/stats/RegrEqn.html#section3-4-3
https://sites.chem.utoronto.ca/chemistry/coursenotes/analsci/stats/DegFree.html
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uncertainty in the slope is expressed as the standard error (or deviation) of the slope, sb, and 

is calculated in terms of the standard error of the regression as: 

 

     The corresponding confidence interval for the slope is calculated using the t-statistic for 

(n − 2) degrees of freedom as: b ± tn−2sb (Stone and Ellis, 2006). If the confidence interval 

does not include 0, there is good evidence that X and Y are related. If X and Y are not related, 

confidence interval will be zero, meaning, Y and X are independent. So the confidence 

interval checks whether the model is useful for prediction (Xie, 2013). 

2.6.4.3     The uncertainty of the intercept 

The intercept of the regression line has implications for both the smallest detectable signal 

(measured response) and the corresponding lowest detectable concentration. The uncertainty 

in the intercept is also calculated in terms of the standard error of the regression as the 

standard error (or deviation) of the intercept, sa:  

 

     The corresponding confidence interval for the intercept is calculated in the same way as 

that for the slope, namely: a ± tn−2sa (Stone and Ellis, 2006). The more spread out the 

predictor x values, the narrower the interval. As the sample size increases, the width of the 

interval decreases (Tak et al., 2019) . 

 

 

Part III 

Materials and methods 

3.1     Materials 
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3.1.1     Collection of samples 

From each food group cereals and pulses, 11 food materials were selected and brought to the 

laboratory from the market for further analysis. Each sample once brought to the lab was 

subjected to hydrolysis immediately and same sample was used for triplicate determination 

to nullify experimental error. The proposed list of food with their respective glycemic indices 

are given in table 2.1. 

3.1.2    Chemicals and apparatus required 

All the chemicals, glass wares and equipment required were obtained from Central 

Department of Food Technology laboratory. The major apparatus, chemicals and equipment 

used are listed in Appendix A. 

3.2     Method 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.1     Experimental Plan 

Dilution of given enzyme to 2.6 IU/ml 

 

Sample preparation 
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Enzymatic hydrolysis of the sample 

 

Determination of reducing sugar by DNS reagent method in specific time intervals (0 min, 

15 min, 30 min, 45 min, 60 min, 90 min, 120 min, 150 min, 180 min 

 

Determination of rate of hydrolysis for a particular food 

 

Plotting of the graph of rate of hydrolysis Vs glycemic index for each food groups 

 

Formulation of mathematical model which correlates rate of hydrolysis with glycemic index 

for each group groups 

3.2.2     Analytical procedure 

3.2.2.1     Determination of enzyme activity 

a.     Preparation of standard curve 

Maltose solution of concentrations between 100-4000 µg/ml was prepared with distilled 

water. 200µl of the maltose solution was pipetted out in numbered tubes including blank 

tube. Into a series of corresponding numbered tubes, distilled water was added to make up 

the total volume of 2 ml in each of the tubes. 1 ml of color reagent dinitrosalicylic acid will 

then be added to each tube. Tubes were then incubated in boiling water bath for 15 minutes 

and cooled to room temperature. In each tube, 9 ml reagent grade water was added and mixed 

well. The absorbance of the mixture was taken at 540 nm with a spectrophotometer 

(microprocessor UV-VIS spectrophotometer, single beam) and standard curve of absorbance 

versus micromoles maltose was made (Sigma-aldrich, 2019).  

b.     Enzyme assay 

0.5 mg fungal α-amylase (Loba Chemie, fungal diastase) in powder form was taken and 

made volume up to 100 ml with phosphate buffer of pH 7. One ml of starch solution (1% 
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w/v) was pipetted out into a test tube and a blank. Following that, 0.5 ml of alpha amylase 

enzyme was added to the tube and incubated for 3 minutes at 37°C. For exactly 3 minutes at 

37°C, tubes were incubated. 1 ml dinitrosalicylic acid color reagent was added into each 

tube. Tubes were heated in a boiling water bath for 15 minutes to stop enzyme activity. Tubes 

were cooled to room temperature and 9 ml distilled water was added. Reading was taken at 

540nm versus blank. Thus micromoles maltose released was determined from standard curve 

(Sigma-aldrich, 2019). 

     Strength of enzyme can be calculated in terms of units of enzyme per ml solution as: 

𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠

𝑚𝑙
 = 

𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑜𝑠𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑑

3 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠×𝑚𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒
 

3.2.2.2     Buffer preparation and enzyme dilution 

Dilution was done with phosphate buffer of pH 7. The buffer was prepared by dissolving 

1.20 g of sodium dihydrogen phosphate and 0.885 g of disodium hydrogen phosphate in 1 

liter volume distilled water (Shanmugam and Sathishkumar, 2009). The prepared buffer was 

stored at refrigerated temperature and changed in every 4 days.  

     The concentration of enzyme used for hydrolysis was 2.6 IU/ml as per (Bravo et al., 1998; 

Goni et al., 1997; Hu et al., 2004) so the α-amylase used was diluted to 2.6 IU/ml with 

phosphate buffer of pH 7. 

3.2.2.3     Preparation of sample 

For sample preparation, several trials were carried out to determine the cooking time in a 

pressure cooker (15 psi). The cereals were soaked overnight and pressure cooked for 15 

minutes with 30 ml water for every 10 g cereals. Legumes were soaked overnight, stored 

moist for 24 hours and pressure cooked for 10 minutes in the same ratio of water as in case 

of cereals. 

3.2.2.4     Enzymatic hydrolysis 

Sample (1 g) was accurately weighed after mashing and added to labeled test tubes. To each 

test tubes 9 ml phosphate buffer (pH 7) was added. This was incubated in incubator at 37°C 

and 100 µl of diluted fungal amylase was added. Aliquots (200 µl) were taken after magnetic 

stirring from each test tubes at time intervals of 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 120, 150 and 180 minutes 
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and immediately placed in the boiling water for 15 minutes to inactivate the enzyme 

(Slaughter et al., 2001). The test tubes were then kept frozen for later analysis of reducing 

sugar. 

3.2.2.5     Determination of free sugar 

Free sugar was determined by dinitrosalicylic acid (DNS) method. The composition of DNS 

reagent is given in appendix B. Aliquots (200µl) were pipetted out in the labeled test tubes 

and equalized the volume to 2ml with distilled water. 1ml of DNS reagent was added to each 

tube and heated in boiling water bath for 15 minutes by keeping the test tube covered. The 

contents in test tubes were mixed thoroughly and 9 ml distilled water was added. Solution 

was cooled and absorbance was taken at 540 nm by using double beam spectrophotometer 

(Miller, 1994). Standard curve was prepared by using pure maltose. 

3.3     Data Analysis 

Digestion rate of each sample is the measurement of the increase in reducing sugar 

concentration in the system at each designated time. The linear model here was in the form 

of equation GI=BR+A (where GI is glycemic index (Y), B is constant (slope of line or slope 

m), R is reaction rate (as is established by reaction rate experiments for various substrate or 

X, and A is GI of the food when reaction rate is almost zero (intercept C). The equation took 

a shape of linear model Y= mX+C.  

     Major calculations, significance testing operations (t-test), regression analysis and 

calculation of errors associated with slope and intercepts were carried out using Microsoft 

Excel. Differences were considered significant if p<0.05. 
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Part IV 

Results and discussion 

From the literature survey, authentic data was collected for the glycemic index values of 

twenty two different food entities from cereals and legumes group as presented in table 2.1. 

The present study then determined the rate of in vitro hydrolysis of starch of different foods 

and which was correlated to in vivo GI data available in the literature. The relationship thus 

obtained can be used to predict the GI values of food materials without the complex in vivo 

procedures. 

4.1    Determination of enzyme activity and its dilution 

0.5 g of the α-amylase in powder form was dissolved in 100ml phosphate buffer solution and 

allowed to react with starch of known concentration. 10.22505 µmoles of maltose was 

released from the incubation mixture. The amount of enzyme in the incubation mixture was 

0.5ml and incubation time was three minutes. The total amount of maltose released was 

obtained from the maltose standard curve shown in fig. 4.1 

 

Fig. 4.1 Maltose standard curve 

We have, 

𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠

𝑚𝑙
 = 

𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑜𝑠𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑑

3 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠×𝑚𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒
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Thus, units/ml of the enzyme = 10.22505 µmoles / (3×0.5) = 4.86 IU/ml 

     The enzyme solution thus prepared was then diluted with phosphate buffer of pH 7 such 

that the units/ml of the enzyme is 2.6 IU/ml. 

4.2     Rate of starch hydrolysis of cereals 

The starch hydrolysis rate curves of the cooked cereal samples is presented in Fig. 4.2, which 

is the measurement of the increase in maltose concentration in the incubation system at 

designated intervals. 

 

Fig. 4.2 Hydrolysis rate curves for all the cereals studied for 180 minutes 

     From the hydrolysis curve, it can be observed that the concentration of reducing sugar 

increased with time till the end of incubation period (180 minutes) at given temperature 
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(37ᵒC). At the end of incubation period, the highest yield of reducing sugar (2550µg/ml) was 

that from sweetcorn at the lowest yield was that from barley (772.5 µg/ml). 

     In Goni et al. (1997) hydrolysis rate rapidly increased up to 30 minutes of incubation and 

labeled up after than till 180 minutes of incubation but the graph is rather linear in this case 

till the end of incubation time because the procedure adopted here is comparatively simpler, 

no pepsin, amyloglycosidase and other enzymes are used as in previous experiment. 

     A linear model is fitted to the lines and slope of the line, y-intercept and coefficient of 

determination (r2) was determined. The values are shown in table 4.1. The rate of hydrolysis 

of the cereal samples were found out as the slope of the digestion curve. 

Table 4.1 r2 value, slope and Y-intercept of the trendlines obtained from the hydrolysis 

curves of cereals. 

Cereals r2 value 
Slope  

(Rate of hydrolysis) 
Y-intercept 

GI 

Barley 0.954 3.87 0.00 28±2 

Wheat 0.904 8.09 0.00 44±0 

Sweetcorn 0.940 9.188 953.34 53±4 

Basmati rice 0.954 9.25 0.00 58±8 

Buckwheat 0.963 9.56 157.83 54±4 

brown rice 0.983 9.59 0.00 55±5 

Millet 0.958 9.65 90.067 68±10 

Maize 0.969 9.66 45.10 68±0 

Oats 0.95 10.14 55.81 66±1 

Sorghum 0.981 10.84 33.1 62±0 

Sona masuri rice 0.957 14.01 80.12 72±4.5 

     The values of slope, r2 and y intercept in the above table are obtained from the graph after 

plotting all the data points from the triplicate experiment. The trend lines obtained for each 

cereals are given in Appendix C. The values for GI obtained from literature (Table 2.1) are 

the GI values ± SD from the mean. 

     Coefficient of determination (r2) determines the extent to which changes in one variable 

affects the other. In table 4.1, the r2 values are found to be >0.9, this shows that 90% or more 

of the increase in glucose release is due to effect of time of enzyme hydrolysis. Highest 

coefficient of determination was found for brown rice (0.983) and lowest for wheat (0.904). 
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     Slopes of each samples that underwent hydrolysis were determined for broader analysis. 

All the graphs in enzyme hydrolysis curve gave a positive slope which meant that in all the 

enzyme hydrolysis, there were positive relationships with parameters. Therefore when the 

reaction time increases, the reducing sugar level also increases. Higher slope represent faster 

release of glucose during digestion of starch. The slope of linearized line for sona masuri 

(14.01) is higher than other succeeding samples. Similarly, slope of barley (3.87) is the least. 

Lowering of slope value thus represents longer time taken for complete digestion. The results 

resemble the results obtained by (Snow and O’Dea, 1981). In his study, among the cereals 

oats, wheat and barley, barley had the highest rate of digestion and wheat had the least. 

4.3     Model equation for cereals 

A linear regression model can be obtained from the slopes of the trend lines from hydrolysis 

curves (rate of hydrolysis) and GI values of the food materials stated in the literature. Fig. 

4.3 represents the relation between hydrolysis rate and GI values for cereals. 

 

Fig. 4.3 Correlation between in vivo GI (refer table 4.1) and in vitro rate of starch 

hydrolysis values of basic cereal foods 

Error bars represent standard deviation of GI values from the mean. 

   When the in vitro hydrolysis rate of cereals and in vivo GI values were correlated, a 

significant positive relationship for the two parameters was observed (r2=0.7764; p<0.05) 

with an equation, GI=BR+A. Where,  

y = 4.7111x + 12.623

r² = 0.7764
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B=4.7111 

A=12.623,  

GI= glycemic index of food  

R=rate of hydrolysis of food 

The resultant equation being 

GI = 4.7111R + 12.623 

     The plot gave a positive slope which meant there were positive relationships with 

parameters. Therefore increased hydrolysis rate GI value typically refers to the higher GI 

value.  It determines the sensitivity of the function; that is, the rate at which output (GI) 

changes with input value (rate of hydrolysis). The higher (steeper) the slope, the easier it is 

to distinguish between input values which are close to one another. Technically, the greater 

the resolution. 

     Another constant A here is the intercept of the regression line and has implications for 

both the smallest detectable GI (measured response) and the corresponding lowest detectable 

sugar concentration. 

     The r2 value is found to be 0.776 and correlation coefficient (r) was found to be 0.881. 

This shows that there is a strong correlation between hydrolysis rate of starch in a cereal and 

its GI. Values of r between 0.7 and 1.0 indicate a strong positive linear relationship via a 

firm linear rule (Ratner, 2017). The p value is less than 0.05 which means that the model fits 

the data well. 

     In the study by (Hettiaratchi et al., 2012), when the in vitro Hydrolysis index (HI) data of 

basic foods and in vivo GI values were correlated, a significant positive relationship for the 

two parameters was observed (r = 0.953; p<0.0001) with an equation, y = 1.1156x - 10.76. 

The value of correlation coefficient obtained by Hettiaratchi et al. (2012) is higher than that 

obtained in this study. The reason is that, in his study, in vitro HI values were correlated with 

the reported in vivo GI data obtained from the same laboratory so the range of standard 

deviation for the in vivo GI values was not very high. However, in this study, in vivo GI 

values of the selected food materials was not determined in the laboratory but was obtained 

from the literature which has very wide range of standard deviation. 
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     All the values and uncertainties associated with regression line is tabulated in table 4.2 

Table 4.2 Equation and uncertainties involved in the model equation for cereals 

Parameters Values 

Slope (b) 4.711 

Standard error of slope(sb) 0.84 

Confidence interval for slope 4.71±1.9 

Intercept (a) 12.62 

Standard error of intercept(sa) 8.18 

Confidence interval for intercept 12.62±18.5 

Coefficient of determination (r2) 0.776 (p<0.05) 

Correlation coefficient (r) 0.881 

Standard error of regression (sy/x) 6.33 

Confidence interval for response (GI) GI±4.317 

Equation GI = 4.7111R + 12.623 

All the uncertainties and confidence intervals are calculated with 95% confidence level. 

     The spread of the actual calibration points in either side of the line of regression of y on 

x can be expressed in terms of the regression residuals, (yi − ) which gives the is the 

standard error of the regression, sy/x. The value is found to be 6.33. 

     The uncertainty in the slope is expressed as the standard error (or deviation) of the slope, 

sb, and is calculated in terms of the standard error of the regression. It is found to be 0.84. 

The corresponding confidence interval for the slope is calculated using the t-statistic for (n 

− 2) degrees of freedom as: 4.71±1.90. In other words, we are 95% confident that in the 

population the slope is between 2.81 and 6.61. 

     The uncertainty in the intercept is also calculated in terms of the standard error of the 

regression as the standard error (or deviation) of the intercept, sa and is found to be 8.181. 

The corresponding confidence interval for the intercept is calculated using the t-statistic for 

(n − 2) degrees of freedom as: 12.62±18.50. 

https://sites.chem.utoronto.ca/chemistry/coursenotes/analsci/stats/RegrEqn.html#section3-4-3
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     The constant uncertainty for the glycemic index value that we predict is given by 

GI±4.317 

4.4     Rate of starch hydrolysis of legumes 

The hydrolysis curves of the cooked cereal samples is presented in Fig. 4.4, which is the 

measurement of the increase in maltose concentration in the incubation system at designated 

intervals. 

 

Fig. 4.4 Hydrolysis rate curves for all the legumes studied under 180 minutes time 

       From the hydrolysis curve, it can be observed that the concentration of reducing sugar 

increased with time till the end of incubation period (180 minutes) at given temperature 

(37ᵒC). At the end of incubation period, the highest yield of reducing sugar (952.5µg/ml) 

was that from black eyed peas at the lowest yield was that from soybean (272.5 µg/ml). 
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     A linear model is fitted to the lines and slope of the line, y-intercept and the coefficient 

of determination was determined. The values are shown in table 4.3. 

Table 4.3 r2 value, slope and Y-intercept of the trendlines obtained from the hydrolysis 

curves of legumes 

Legumes Slope 

(Rate of hydrolysis) 

r2 Y-intercept GI 

Soybeans 1.39 0.95 2.11 16±1 

Pigeon peas 1.52 0.92 0.00 22±0 

Black beans 1.68 0.97 2.65 20±0 

Kidney beans 2.1 0.96 56.63 24±4 

Red lentil 2.21 0.89 367 26±4 

Chickpeas 2.26 0.93 46.38 31±0 

Mungbean 2.41 0.96 122 31±0 

Split peas 2.67 0.97 135 32±0 

Marrowfat peas 4.44 0.96 6.5 39±8 

Blackgram 4.59 0.96 0.00 43±10 

Blackeyed peas 4.64 0.94 45 42±9 

     The values of slope, r2 and y intercept in the above table are obtained from the graph after 

plotting all the data points from the triplicate experiment. The trendlines obtained for each 

legumes are given in Appendix C. The values for GI obtained from literature (Table 2.1) are 

the GI values ± SD from the mean. 

     Coefficient of determination (r2) determines the extent to which changes in one variable 

affects the other. In table 4.2, the r2 values are found to be ≥0.89, this shows that 89% or 

more of the increase in glucose release is due to effect of enzyme hydrolysis. This indicates 

a very strong correlation. Highest coefficient of determination was found for black beans 

(0.97) and lowest for red lentils (0.89). 

     Slopes of each samples that underwent hydrolysis were determined for broader analysis. 

The hydrolysis rate of the legume samples are found out as the slope of the digestion curve. 

All the graphs in enzyme hydrolysis curve gave a positive slope which meant that in all the 

enzyme hydrolysis, there were positive relationships with parameters. Therefore when the 

reaction time increases, the reducing sugar level also increases. Higher slope represent faster 

release of reducing sugar during digestion of starch. The rate of hydrolysis of black eyed 
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peas (4.64) was higher than other succeeding samples. Similarly, slope of soybeans (1.39) is 

the least. Lowering of slope value thus represents longer time taken for complete digestion. 

     In the study by Goni et al. (1997), rate of hydrolysis for lentils was found to be lower 

than chickpeas, beans and peas which was consistent with the results obtained in this 

experiment. 

4.5     Model equation for legumes 

A linear regression model can be obtained from the hydrolysis rate values given by slopes 

of the trendlines from hydrolysis curves and GI values of the food materials. Fig. 4.5 

represents the relation between rate of starch hydrolysis and GI values for legumes. 

 

Fig. 4.5 Correlation between in vivo GI (refer table 4.1) and in vitro rate of starch 

hydrolysis values of basic legumes foods 

Error bars represent standard deviation of GI values from the mean. 

     When the in vitro hydrolysis rate of legumes and in vivo GI values were correlated, a 

significant positive relationship for the two parameters was observed (r2=0.9066; p<0.05) 

with an equation, GI=BR+A. Where,  

B=6.9108 

A=10.845 

y = 6.9108x + 10.845

r² = 0.9066
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R=rate of hydrolysis of food 

The resultant equation being 

GI = 6.9108R + 10.845 

     The plot gave a positive slope which meant there were positive relationships with 

parameters. Therefore increased hydrolysis rate GI value typically refers to the higher GI 

value for legumes. 

     The r2 value is found to be 0.906. This means, the percentage of explained variation 

among total variation is 90%. The value of r is 0.951. This shows that there is very strong 

correlation between hydrolysis rate of starch in a cereal and its GI. Values between 0.7 and 

1.0 indicate a strong positive linear relationship via a firm linear rule (Ratner, 2017).  

     All the values and uncertainties associated with regression line is tabulated in table 4.4 

Table 4.4 Equation and uncertainties involved in the model equation for legumes 

Parameters Values 

Slope (b) 6.91 

Standard error of slope (sb) 0.739 

Confidence interval for slope 6.91±1.67 

Intercept (a) 10.84 

Standard error of intercept (sa) 2.19 

Confidence interval for intercept 10.84±4.95 

Coefficient of determination (r2) 0.906 (p<0.05) 

Correlation coefficient (r) 0.951 

Standard error of regression(sy/x) 2.899 

Confidence interval for response (GI) GI±1.977 

Equation GI = 6.91R + 10.845 

All the uncertainties and confidence intervals are calculated with 95% confidence level. 
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     The spread of the actual calibration points in either side of the line of regression of y on 

x can be expressed in terms of the regression residuals, (yi − ) which gives standard error 

of the regression, sy/x. The value is found to be 2.899 

     The uncertainty in the slope is expressed as the standard error (or deviation) of the slope, 

sb, and is calculated in terms of the standard error of the regression. It is found to be 0.73. 

The corresponding confidence interval for the slope b is calculated using the t-statistic for (n 

− 2) degrees of freedom as 6.91±1.67. In other words, we are 95% confident that in the 

population the slope is between 8.58 and 5.24. 

     The uncertainty in the intercept is also calculated in terms of the standard error of the 

regression as the standard error (or deviation) of the intercept, sa and is found to be 2.19. The 

corresponding confidence interval for the intercept is calculated using the t-statistic for (n − 

2) degrees of freedom as 10.84±4.95. That signifies, we are 95% confident that in the 

population the intercept is between 5.89 and 15.79. 

     The constant uncertainty for the glycemic index value that we predict is given by 

GI±1.977 

4.6     Comparison of hydrolysis rate and model equation for cereals and legumes 

The course of starch hydrolysis is characteristic for each product. There is a wide variation 

between food products in α-amylase susceptibility, from the lowest for soybeans to the 

highest for black eyed peas among legumes and lowest for barley to the highest for sona 

masuri rice among cereals. Groups of food products themselves also have vast differences, 

cereals showed higher digestion rate than legumes. There are several studies about why 

legumes are slowly digested, physical form , dietary fiber and protein content are some of 

the responsible factors (Goni et al., 1997).  

     Comparison of model equation and uncertainties associated with it in both cereals and 

legumes are tabulated in table 4.5 

 

 

https://sites.chem.utoronto.ca/chemistry/coursenotes/analsci/stats/RegrEqn.html#section3-4-3
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Table 4.5 Comparison of model equation and errors associated with it 

 Slope 

(B) 

Error of 

the slope 

(sb) 

Intercept 

(A) 

Error of 

the 

intercept 

(sa) 

Correlation 

coefficient (r) 

error of 

the 

regression, 

sy/x 

Cereals 4.71 0.84 12.62 8.18 0.877 6.33 

Legumes 6.91 0.73 10.84 2.19 0.951 2.899 

     The in vitro results, agree with in vivo data showing low glycemic responses for legume 

products and high glycemic responses for cereal products. The rate of starch digestion in 

legumes is lower both in vitro and in vivo, than that of cereals. Previous studies on starches 

from legumes have reported many unique properties, such as high viscosity, high resistance 

to swelling and rupture, high gelatinization temperature, fast retrogradation, high elasticity 

of the gel and highly resistant starch content compared to starch from cereal. These properties 

are correlated with the high amylose content of the legume starch and thus low GI 

(Ratnaningsih et al., 2017).  Also, legumes contain more proteins than cereals, and protein-

starch interaction in legumes may also contribute to their decreased glycemic responses. 

Besides, the presence of high amounts of dietary fibre and antinutritional factors such as 

phytates and amylase inhibitors may greatly influence the rate and extent of legume starch 

digestibility (Collar et al., 2014). 

     From the table 4.5 it can be concluded that the range for uncertainties is wider in case of 

cereals as compared to legumes. In case of cereals, the predictor values (slope) ranged from 

3.89 to 14.01 which is comparatively wider than that in legumes where slope ranged from 

1.39 to 4.64. Wider the range of predictor values, greater the increase in standard error. This 

might be the reason of greater range of uncertainty in cereals (Tak et al., 2019). 
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Part V 

Conclusions and recommendations 

5.1     Conclusions 

As per the objectives, methodologies stated in the methods were carried out for the results. 

Based on the obtained results , the following conclusions have been drawn: 

 Authentic data on glycemic index of selected food materials falling in the cereals and 

legumes groups were collected from literature survey. 

 The rate of enzymatic hydrolysis of 22 different cereals and legumes were found with a 

simple in vitro procedure. 

 For cereals, the rates of enzymatic hydrolysis of each cereals were correlated with the GI 

and the relation was obtained as GI = 4.711 R + 12.623 

 For legumes, the hydrolysis rates were correlated with the reported GI values and the 

relation was obtained as GI = 6.91R + 10.845 

 Uncertainties associated with each of the models were also calculated. 

5.2     Recommendations 

     For any new food, the value of hydrolysis rate obtained in the lab can be directly used 

to obtain its GI. 

     Further research on processed foods can be done. 
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Part VI 

Summary 

 Glycemic index is a relative ranking from 0–100, describing the rate and extent to which 

available carbohydrate is digested, absorbed and metabolized into glucose and released into 

the blood. To assess GI, researchers give volunteers without diabetes a test food that 

contained 50 g of carbohydrates. On a different day, they gave participants a control food, 

such as white bread or sugar, which has the same amount of carbohydrates. They then 

compared blood sugar levels at regular intervals for both foods. This method is costly, 

requires volunteers and is tedious so in-vitro protocols are developed to overcome the 

complications. This study uses a simple procedure that correlates hydrolysis rate of starchy 

foods like cereals and legumes to their respective GI values as found in the literature to 

devise a mathematical relation that can predict the GI values of a novel food. 

     For the study, 11 different food items from each food groups: cereals and legumes were 

selected. GI values for those was found out from the literature and tabulated. The food items 

were prepared by soaking, steaming and grinding and then subjected to enzymatic hydrolysis 

by α-amylase of activity 2.6 IU/ml for the period of 180 minutes. Aliquots were drawn at 

certain intervals to check their reducing sugars. The plot of reducing sugar concentration Vs 

time gave starch hydrolysis rate for the certain food. The rates for all the foods were 

correlated with their GI to finally obtain a mathematical relation. Uncertainties and errors 

associated with the model equations were also found out. 

     For cereal, the hydrolysis rate obtained was maximum for sona masuri rice (14.01) and 

least for barley (3.87), in accordance with their GI values. After correlating the hydrolysis 

rates of all the cereals with their respective GI, the model equation obtained was GI = 4.7111 

R + 12.623 (r=0.881, p<0.05). R represents the hydrolysis rate value as determined from the 

in vitro hydrolysis method. Similarly, uncertainties associated with slope and y-intercept in 

the above equation was found out. The standard error for slope was 0.84 and that for y-

intercept was 8.13. 

     For legumes, maximum hydrolysis rate was obtained for black eyed peas (4.64) and 

minimum rate was obtained for soybean (1.39), the equation was GI = 6.9108 R+ 10.845 (r 

= 0.951, p<0.05). Regarding uncertainties associated with the regression line, the standard 

error for slope was 0.73 and that for y-intercept was 2.19. 

https://lpi.oregonstate.edu/mic/food-beverages/glycemic-index-glycemic-load
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     Prior studies indicated that starches from legume have poorer digestibility than those from 

cereal; therefore, they can promote slow and moderate post-prandial glucose and insulin 

responses and have low GI values. This study agrees to this finding.  

     In this study, a novel in vitro protocol devised with the aim of predicting glycemic 

response is described. Furthermore, this method has the added advantage of being less costly 

and tedious compared to a standard GI determination procedure. The present in vitro method 

can be applied to predict the glycemic response of a basic starchy food with simple 

procedures and enzymes in a short time thus indicating the usefulness and practicability of 

the method. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A 

A.1     Chemicals required 

 α-amylase (Loba-Chemie, fungal diastase) 

 Phosphate buffer 

 Pure maltose (MERCK 105910, CAS 6363-53-7) 

 3,5 Dinitro salicylic reagent (Sigma- Aldrich, 98%) 

 Starch solution 

A.2     Apparatus required 

 Refrigerator 

 Water bath 

 Spectrophotometer (Microprocessor UV VIS spectrophotometer single beam                                                                   

 Glassware 

 Weighing balance 

 Thermometer 

Appendix B 

B.1     Composition of DNS reagent 

 5 g DNS in 250 ml distilled water 

 150 g Na-K tartrate 

 100 ml 2N NaOH 

 1 g phenol 

 Mix all the above chemicals and make up the volutme to 500 ml 

  

https://www.thomassci.com/search/go?p=R&ts=custom&uid=617408633&w=3%205%20Dinitrosalicylic%20Acid&method=and&sid=2&isort=score&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.thomassci.com%2fChemicals%2fAcids%2f_%2fALDRICH-35-Dinitrosalicylic-acid-98&rsc=ankWs80GW51aH-kt&domainSpecificUrl=https%3a%2f%2fwww.thomassci.com%2fChemicals%2fAcids%2f_%2fALDRICH-35-Dinitrosalicylic-acid-98
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Appendix C 

C.1     Hydrolysis curve for cereals 

 

Fig C.1 Hydrolysis rate curve for basmati rice 

 

 

 

 

Fig C.2 Hydrolysis rate curve for sona masuri rice 
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Fig C.3 Hydrolysis rate curve for sweet corn 

 

 

 

 

Fig C.4 Hydrolysis rate curve for millet 
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Fig C.5 Hydrolysis rate curve for wheat 

 

 

 

 

Fig C.6Hydrolysis rate curve for sorghum 
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Fig C.7 Hydrolysis rate curve for buckwheat 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig C.8 Hydrolysis rate curve for Barley 
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Fig C.9 Hydrolysis rate curve for maize 

 

 

 

 

Fig C.10 Hydrolysis rate curve for brown rice 
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Fig C.11 Hydrolysis rate curve for oats 

 

 

 

C.2     Hydrolysis curve for legumes 

 

Fig C.12 Hydrolysis rate curve for chickpeas 
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Fig C.13 Hydrolysis rate curve for Red lentil 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig C.14 Hydrolysis rate curve for Pigeon pea 
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Fig C.15 Hydrolysis rate curve for Kidney bean 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig C.16 Hydrolysis rate curve for Soybean 
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Fig C.17 Hydrolysis rate curve for Blackbeans 

 

 

 

 

Fig C.18 Hydrolysis rate curve for Split peas 
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Fig C.19 Hydrolysis rate curve for Marrowfat peas 

 

 

 

 

Fig C.20 Hydrolysis rate curve for Black eyed peas 
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Fig C.21 Hydrolysis rate curve for Mungbean 

 

 

 

 

Fig C.22 Hydrolysis rate curve for Blackgram 
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Appendix D 

D.1 T-Test for significance of regression for cereals 

Table D.1 Regression statistics 

Regression Statistics 

Multiple R 0.881119 

R Square 0.776371 

Adjusted R Square 0.751524 

Standard Error 6.330638 

Observations 11 

 

Table D.2 Table for ANOVA 

 df SS MS F Significance F  

Regression 1 1252.216 1252.216 31.24528 0.000339  

Residual 9 360.6928 40.07697    

Total 10 1612.909     
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Table D.3 p-value at 95% confidence level 

 Coefficie

nts 

Standard 

Error 
t Stat P-value 

Lower 

95% 

Upper 

95% 

Lower 

95.0% 

Upper 

95.0% 

Intercept 12.6229 8.181066 
1.5429

41 

0.1572

39 
-5.88396 31.12976 -5.88396 31.12976 

X 

Variable 1 
4.711138 0.842818 

5.5897

48 

0.0003

39 
2.804552 6.617725 2.804552 6.617725 

 

D.2     T-Test for significance of regression for legumes 

Table D.4 Regression statistics 

Regression Statistics 

Multiple R 0.952177 

R Square 0.906641 

Adjusted R Square 0.896268 

Standard Error 2.899649 

Observations 11 
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Table D.5 Table for ANOVA 

       

 df SS MS F Significance F  

Regression 1 734.8738 734.8738 87.40207 6.25E-06  

Residual 9 75.6717 8.407967    

Total 10 810.5455     

 

 

Table D.6 p value at 95% confidence level 

 Coefficie

nts 

Standard 

Error 
t Stat P-value 

Lower 

95% 

Upper 

95% 

Lower 

95.0% 

Upper 

95.0% 

Intercept 10.84516 2.191898 
4.9478

38 

0.0007

94 
5.886739 15.80358 5.886739 15.80358 

X 

Variable 1 
6.910841 0.739214 

9.3489

08 

6.25E-

06 
5.238624 8.583059 5.238624 8.583059 
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Appendix E 

Photo gallery 

 

Fig E.1 Laboratory experiment 

 

 

Fig E.2. Gradient of color observed in the samples prepared for spectrophotometric 

determination of reducing sugar 
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